worked in G. Fox & Co. in Hartford,
weeks, and also during Christmas
vacations,
studying.

learn

to

by doing

for four

and Spring

as well as by

It has been a fascinating

forget able experience

for those

and un-

who ejected

the course .
• The new major in Child Development
has been profitable

for many of us. And the

Nursery School the laboratory

for this major,

has

to work

offered

children,

us the chance

putting

theory into practice. Perhaps

we have grumbled

at having

to subsist
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a week on a diet suitable

year

old,

or

with

at standing

for a three-

with

chattering

teeth for two hours in the cold, watching
children
. 'Nursery School"

scant growth

Ic has been interes ting co watch
important,

a d , m9re
for us. Ie is

i~creasinglY valuable

l

one of the b-ighresr candles KOJNE Ii hts, on
coming of age,

of the curriculum

co th

conee'nr

is a course in RetLl

MJn-

agernem. During the school year, cJates
been offered on business relations,
rion and administration
fashion,

and all that

management.

play, but we have derived pleasure
training

from the experi-

ence.

do that

at the Nursery

never

"We

don't

is a sentence
forget.

that

We have

share in Connecticut's
• As Connecticut

most at us will

been

Jrgani

of scores, I arc
is included

But the course

h
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d
St re

also inclu es

actual experience in a department

store.

e-

fore school opened in the autumn, the girls

fortunate

educational
has grown

SuperviJioll of Qlttdoor Play

• One of the additions

the

as well as valuable

School"

and progress of the cur iculur'

one

co

progress.
from a

life more enjoyable. We have profited from a
progressive curriculum

and an enlightened

faculty, We have known the friendship

of

the classes before and after us. We hope that)
as a class, and as individuals, we have given
in rerurn, of our hearts and of our minds .
• As does every class, we leave behind
a Mascot, the only material expression of our
appreciation for that period we have passed
here. We carry away with us more than we
leave behind.
"Fanning

To Connecticut,

Hall"

above

the

the words
entrance

to

Fanning, represent the Class of "40". To us
those words represent the building where we
attended many of our classes, where we discovered what education can mean.
aLlVI>

McILWAIN,

President

1)/

the Class

1)/

'40

small and inexperienced college, into a mature
institution

of importance)

KOINE has re-

corded its growth. Bur KOINEis more than a
book of record of Connecticut. Its purpose is
the presentation

of the development

of the

class publishing

it. For four years we have

shared in the varied experiences of this college,
maturing

as the college has matured. Thus

we, the Class of 1940, light the last candle,
the one .. to grow on". We have come of age

Our Class MasclJt

with KOINE.
• Carrying on the traditions of C.C.,
enrich them. We have added

the Senior Class, our class, 'with the hope that

them with such events as Melodrama. We

the essence of our college experience has been

we have tried
to

[Q

have seen new buildings appear) making our
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• The following pages are devoted to

captured for us for all time.

JEANETTE
"Janie".

ALLEN

. wonderful sense of humor

.. letters from New York.

. shorn locks.

ELIZABETH

ANDERSON

PATRICIA ELLEN ALVORD
"Pat" ...
ics

to

strong alto .. from ha mon-

statistics

underlying se se of

humor.

"Andy"

VIRGINIA

"do you really like this,"

, health program,

,"Oh

How I Wish

Again I Was In Michigan,"
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RUTH E. BABCOCK
Talented on any musical instrument .
major interest
...

friendly ...

is mail (male,
fun

to

of course)

have fun with.

GLADYS RUTH BACHMAN
"Glad-eyes".

. bridge and knitting in

the commons room ... Hershey Kisses.
"Is there a doctor in the house?"

NANCY BADGER
"Nance"

New Hampshire accent

... ice cream and salads ... great laughter
in gusts.
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JEAN ELIZABETH BALDWIN
Soup-especially

vegetable.

art and riding-excels

in both ...

ballads with yodle for chorus.

love of
western
. mixture

of tomboy and domesticity.

FRANCES L. BARATZ
"Fran"
Bon Jour

...

Good Morning

is always

interest in anything

from

French to the United States Navy
ambitious.

I

JEANETTE WETHERELL BEEBE
"Butch"

I girl ...

wake me."

"If I'm not awake don't
lot of energy for such'a little

"Lll bedownsrairs

in the library."
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JEANETTE
"Ginnie"
are calling.

BELL

. east and west the tropics
"that's

true"

. always

being dragged(') inro a bridge game,

JEAN LOUISE BEMIS
"Beam" ... those eyes ...

"0 M'Lord"

"If I ger a phone ca11-,"

ELIZABETH
"Breck"

BRECK BENBOW
source themes

has the meat gone?" ...
late.
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laugh.

"Oh,
. choco-

ANAHID MARGARET BERBERIAN
"Ann".

. a vital current beneath that

calm surface

flashing dark eyes

efficient ...

philosophical.

HELEN VIRGINIA BERNARD
"Mynxie"

.. asleep in the library.

abouc to write four letters ...

listening r

Skinny Ennis.

HELEN ELIZABETH BIGGS
If lost, look for the nearest piano.
the unathletic

type with a yen for books

and more books ... self-confident and restless

. bitten by the career bug.
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SYBIL P. BINDLOSS
"Billy"

...

sailing

Phi Bere ... makes time for
takes part in any college

acti viry.

DORIS MORTON

BONNER

"Dodie".
. library fines-supports the
place ... "archie and meh itable" ... gets
her exercise running back for things she's
forgotten.
once handed in a paper on
time (remembers rhe event vividly).

HELENE

CAULDWELL

"Hainey"
skiing.
Wrath."
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BOSWORTH

... Sociological interests.

. generosity as with "Grapes of

EUNICE BREWSTER
"Blue Moon" in the shower ...
for movie

passes generously

among her friends
merit of life.

. alternates

famous

disseminated

humorous enjoybetween Maine

and New Hampshire.

MIRIAM FORD BROOKS
"Minis"

doors.
for".

enjoys

the great

out-

"yes, chats what we're fighti g
. first principle-aid.

MILDRED E. BROWN
"Peggy"
Land"

tall and pretty

"Mv

"Malice Toward None."
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POLLY N. BROWN
Frankly analytical
columnist

pocket edition

. sparkling

personality

"rainy day" friend.

HELEN BRUCKHEIMER
Infectious
"party-line"

giggle

. generosity plus

sight into human nature.

CONSTANCE
"Connie"
artistic
aroused.
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JOAN BUCKLEY
amazing vagueness

calm and quiet, except when

noted

for her
10-

MARGARET ELEANOR BUDD
"Peggy"

...

her character funs deep.

naive sophisticate

sincerity.

GRACE LOUISE BULL
"Gracie"
...

. Junior Prom-rem

mber.

the bell that rang five minutes azo .

"How

'bour the Biltmore?"

HELEN STRONG BURNHAM
The newest brand of faux pas-"Burnhamisms"

... conflict between Beethoven's

Fifth and Loch Lomond

interesting

conversationalist
greeting.

a friendly

always
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PAULINE
"Polly",

by

Carroll.

co go

to

CARROLL

. no play by play description
. conscientious

.

"I

want

Boston."

SUSAN MARION
"Sue"
now

JANE CLARK
"What a riot" ...

quickie?
week-ends!
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how about four for a

. knitting at all hours.

. what

111

Never

my opinion

it

CARSON
dull moment
. amazing

vitality.

VIRGINIA GRIFFETH CLARK
"Ginger"

. bridge plus a little swing

. "haven't

cracked

a book".

. remem-

ber that German?

MARTHA COPELAND
"Topsey"

those sock

combinations
nature.

"who

and sw a cer

interest in forestry
\V;UltS

a coke?"

...

and
t

ose

term papers.

FLORENCE MAXWELL CRANE
"Flo".
takes

. "Think I'll graduate?"

Russia's

seriously

threat

to

"Must

have

Norway

very

two cups of

coffee.' ,
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DEBORAH

ATWATER CURTIS
all around ambi tiori

"Deb"

anchored already.

. optimistic.

BARBARA HAYDEN DEANE
"Bumpy" ... exuberant.
parties.

MARY LAVINIA
·'Babs".

DEANE

. an early breakfast smile ...

affiliated with the psych. department
"what's
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at the movies?"

.

. spolHaneoLls

. prone to tea

chuckle.

SHIRLEY JONATHON
"Shirl"

DEVEREAUX

"Lord Jeff"

the nursery school

.. lunches at

'. i t ' 5 all common

sense!' '

SHIRLEY FRIEDA DICHTER
With poker-puss says the least ex~ected
thing

"has

the Inn come

yet?'

the Ogden Nash of '37 House ... th t concerned look-yet
she flourishes 0 che
lighter aspects of life, classes, and p ople.

MAR Y MORGAN DIXON
"Pixie"

. Bea Lillie's sense of humor

"Accent on Youth"

individual-

IStre.
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MARGARET
"Marge"

. Commurers' Chairman of

Entertainment.
ask her

to

M. DUNNE
"spirit is willing"

tell you about Harvard some-

time!

ELEANOR
"E11y"
twirl
common

BARBARA
"Bobby"
served.
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ELIZABETH

EVANS

blue-eyed artist

. profound sinceri ry.

re-

FAIRFIELD
raven

ENGLISH

tresses forever

reserved bur genial
sense.

in a

good

AUDREY LORENE EVERETT
infirmary

..Aud"
"Blondie' .

. conversations

mascot
with herself.

HALLIE HERRIOTT FAIRBAN
Phone calls from California ...
of Nations.

. good-looking

Le gue

clothes.

mystery stones.

MAR Y ELIZABETH FISHER
"Fish"

. remern ber Mascot Hunt and

that dumb-waiter? ...

such a little girl ...

(ypes like mad.
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LOUISE A. FLOOD
Interest

in

Romance

Languages

President of the French Club.

penua-

nenr resident on Dean's List

great

future.

MARIANA
"Polly"
geniality ...

MAR Y ELIZABETH
"Betty"

and Lovely"

.

GEHRIG

oh, those eyes! ..

"Sweet

. swage under cover.

"Cheer, Cheer for Old Notre Dame."
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FRANK

. Captain of the team.
outdoor girl.

SUZANNE GETLER
always sleeping

. slow

drawl but quick on the uptake

coo-

"Suay"
tinuous

art projects .

DOROTHY ELLEN GIEG
"Dorcie"
...

...

"Really we did h av e fun'j

that laugh-those

just got

to

eyebrows..

"L'vd

do those copies."

MARY EMILY GIESE
"Giese"
night.

. a mixture

late hours-morn

and

of justice and comedy

"Say Maud, ya don't

mean u r!"
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ELIZABETH
"Liz"

CALDER GILBERT

. always a new love.

Eyes of Texas

Are Upon

Us"

"The
. such

smooth clothes.

EVELYN CHARLOTTE
"Evie"
that walk!.
companIment.

KATHERINE
"Kathie"
"chat

...

a fix acion for Detroit.

is mispronounced

shorts on a tennis court.
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GILBERT
as->"

white

lovely

GILBERT

speaking

. magazines

voice

plus a radio ac-

RUTH A. GILL
"Rathje".

. cute smile and a voice to

go with it

talent in writing

. co-

edi tor of Quarterly.

j

MARGARET GOLDSMITH
. 'Peg"

. one of the engaged

ability for anything.

roses

III

an
a tenm

trophy.

APPHIA TWING HACK
"Muffle"
philosophy.

...

those European jaunts.
. afternoon teas.
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MARGARET
"Bunny"

HADDAD

. calls everybody

"Honey

Chile" ... constantly busy ... responsible.

ELISE LOUISE HALDEMAN
"One of the engaged".
of the foreigner
dispositions.

ANNE HARDY
That week-end in Poughkeepsie.
harmonica

...

quiet voice and nature.

active in Mission House work.
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. her

. twelve picture-s

. one of those perfect
. another bridge fiend.

DORIS MARIE HART
"Dorie"
asleep"

.. constant labs.
pet peeve-"Sourh

.

. "Dorie's
of the

Border. "

JANE HARTMANN
Conscientious ...

"1 think I'll go type"

play by play descripcion

hall I

wear this dress?"

CONSTANCE ELIZABETH HARVEY
"Connie"

...

perennial cheer leader ...

farm in New Hampshire ...

titian hair.
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DORIS HASSELL
Undefinable bur delightful
trumpet

in quiet hours

a muted
unexpected

acnon, even unro typing ...

steadfast.

MARY ELIZABETH
"Liz"

HEEDY

. "How 'bour that?"

fectious laughter ... "1 wouldn't
if I couldn't worry."

BARBARA
"Sis"
lengthened
.....
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"Glory

HOMER
to

Dartmouth"

fingernai !s-congraru ]arions

geez-em.

In-

be happy

ELIZABETH
"Betty"

AIMEE EUGENIA
always has something
techniques.

HUBERT

Stately

uses the woman's

of frequently

changing

calm.
privilege

her mind.

HUNNIC

A constant supply of magazine
dull moment

JOAN

a sophisticated

to

say.

ever

t

. abrupt change 11 study
I

EDITH

MANLEY

IRWIN

"Edie"
undaunted spirits
prcssi ve in action and words

. exa con-

noisseur of the culinary arts.
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IRENE
"Johnny"

LOUISE JOHNSTONE
....

'He's a Brown man born

and a Brown man-"
to

be a fourth?" ...

anyone want
always ready for some

chatter and a .,cig. "

JEAN KEITH
"Keefie"

"Sr. Louis Blues"

degree of M.R..S. in June..
fidante.

HELEN
"Kel"

...

FRANCES

difficulty in finding the melo-

dy ... that 5:04 train.
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KELLEY

. tennis champions.

ideal con-

IRENE LUCILLE KENNELL
"Rene"

. tops as president

Government

generous

Bob for prom

III

of Student
lending

us

ability

ro

week-ends

l is ren and advise.

ROBERTA A. KENNEY
"Bobby"
chemise" .

claims

lirrle..

co be the
likes

to

'mad

sin

ELIZABETH
"Betty"

...

M. KENT

taking education

and start-

ing a hope chest at the same time.
operative spirit
Commuters ever had.

. co-

best president the
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GRACE KATHLEEN
"Kay" ...

KIRK
. music

always has a smile.

burst of song at odd

of any kind
moments.

CATHERINE
"Billie" ...
cious

them.

NATALIE
"Nat"
vitally
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really gets going-"

interested

mouth?' ,

KLIVANS

. "in the spring when the

organization
one

JOAN

"Who's

in everything

and every-

got a ride up

to

Dart-

JEAN KLINK

her heart is at sea ...

. high standards

VIva-

and lives up to

BESSIE KNOWLTON
"Chief" Boston
eyebrows

...

. Florida

.

piXIe

Mary Harkness broadcasting

station.

MARY ELIZABETH LAMPREC T
"Betty"

KOINE

troubles ...

after dinner
week-ends

coffee

.

in Cleve and.

LOIS BLISS LANGDON
"Roommate"

...

.. "I'll be faithful"

can work amid chaos
...

dependability.
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JANE TRAUGER
"Janie".
Harvard!"-every
laugh

LOEWER

"Harvard!

Harvard!

week-end ...

infectious

hobby-psychoanalysis

of

everything.

SYLVIA E. LUBOW
Tall and attractive ... modest.
a good game of bridge
inclined.

MARIETTA
"Hoc stuff-hot
letter

from

couldn't

LUCCOCK
stuff-hot

Tyrone

Power-sorry

make Soph Hop.

Mission House worker
delicacies
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to

stuff"

dull breakfasts.

he

. enthusiastic
brings added

. plays

. intellectually

ELIZABETH LUNDBERG
"Lundie"

"Don'(

only morning
brushed-'

greeting

'urn ph' . ..

be vulgah!"
before teeth are
what blue eyes.

NATALIE R. MAAS
"Nat".

"if you were a sweater,

color would you be?".
Interest

10 law?

hat

. why this su den
that

camera

I ara-

phernalia.

MARILLYN MAXTED
"Perky"
'what's

"how about a drag?"

the dope?"

riding

about

in a

"much-loved" racer.
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EVELYN HECTOR McGILL
"Evie".
men trouble

. pink and blue.

. constant

nothing like a healthy

worry.

OLIVE ELIZABETH McILWAIN
"Ollie"
charming

one of the engaged
at all times ...

our class pres.

1

KATHERINE LOUISE MElLI
"Krin"

. aesthetically inclined

heart beats for drum beats
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idealistic.

ALICE CURRAN MENDENHALL
Artistic with crayon, pastels, or oils.
golfer par excellence

Sunday specials

... D'Artagnon.

JEAN HARRIET MORAN
"Who's that Bloody Babe?"

' come

on up and hear my latest record"
stantly keeps us in stitches ...

con-

alwa s has

a better joke than the lase.

ELIZABETH MAE MORTON
"Mort"
work

... startling

completed

movies and bridge.
world rest lightly

in

laugh ... month's
five minutes:

then

. "the worries of the
on these shoulders."
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DOROTHY
"Dottie'

,

NEWELL

heart's
. cheerful

thoughtful

in England
no matter

what.

HAZEL

VERONICA O'CONNELL

"Ron" ...

poised ... "0 my goodness"

means surpnse,
friendly

JEANNE
"jeanny"
gift for design

ORMROD

definite artistic talent and

unparalleled library, and

she's read all the books.

of humor.
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. satirical

sense

with

anger or amusement
everybody.

ANNETIE

MILLER OSBORNE
"How

"Oz"

tall

press! ve expressions

is he?"

different

. ex-

outfit

every hour.

BETSY ANN OSBORNE
"Bets"

"Hold

friendly ...

sparkling eyeful.

that

line!"

CATHERINE SHEARMAN PARTRIDGE
"Katie"

...

constant laughter.

partridge like the bird!"

"It's

a head for

numbers.
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ELIZABETH PFEIFFER
"Betsey".
from below

. always a good friend.
the Mason-Dixon

line

anything goes that is red.

LAEITA POLLOCK
"Laeky".

. main talent is writing.

clear-cut philosophy

of right and wrong

.. beautifully clear-cur features.

ALICE PORTER
Reflection

of personality

enthusiasm for music
A.M. with French
gi ven at all hours.

II}

in room.
up till 4:00
famous for teas

KATHERINE
"Kay"
definitely

...

ELEANOR

POTTER

humor? yes

capable?

head for figures.

. takes it

easy, but gets it done.

HARRIET E. RICE
"Pinky"
Errol

Flynn

born
10

"Lucy Buck't-c-her

leader

historical

li es

movies

Ford.

SHIRLEY JANE RICE
'"Mickey'"
light Sings ...
full of ideas.

the leader of our Moonalways has a new song ...
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CATHARINE
"Katie

Rich" ...

Ann"

ANN RICH
"a special for Miss

she made our Christmas pageant

.. poise and independence.

DOROTHY
"Dottie'

,

termination

can viet ions.

HAZEL
"Snooky"
"Wheres

"How do you spell-'"
a man my sweater

Freshman
mencement-she
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ROWLEY

Pageant,

will fit?"

Soph Hop, Com-

managed them all.

ELEANOR

ROW AND

literary ability
has the courage

deaf her

HELEN LOUISE RUDD
Elfin but forceful
pendent

. a Iirrle bit-inde-

. merrily she rolls along, even

through English.

pensive.

RUTH CONSTANCE RUSC
"Bunny"

...

conscientious

work

r .

how 'bout all those telephone calls.
transatlantic

airmail

stamps

are co tIy.

FRANCES G. RUSS
"Fran"
laugh

. glamorous

voice and a low

wears green often

Haven during the football

New

season.
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BARBARA LAUGHLIN
"Sagie ..

. u npredictable
an artistic

frank

SAGE
.

. candidly

appreciation

for

music.

RUTH SCHNEIDER
"Sohni ttel"

ideal

. tnterest funs to singing.
ness.

MARGARET
Metamorphosis
psych.
knitting.
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experiments

HELEN

SCHULTZ

of a week-end
. unique

. nice to everyone.

methods

of

feminine

VOIce

. unselfish-

ISABEL HOWLEY SCOTT
"On death"

. char slip! .

think I look sophisticated?"

. "do you
"if only

I hadn't broken my nose."

MARY ANNE SCOTT
"Scottie"
leader

practical

and Phi Bece

also closed

ideal is
quizzical

eyes during conremplar

mile,
on.

FRANCES B. SEARS
"Pr an '

major.
help.

enthusiastic
Home Ec.
. interesting.
. always ready to
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JOSEPHINE SNOVER SELDON
"Josie"

. expressive hands.

but powerful ...

. quiet

Bohemian.

LAURA McKENZIE SHEERIN
"How

about four for a quickie?"

government worries
"I really don't
smg
"Back Home in Indiana."

DAVINA ELIZABETH SHERMAN
"Divie"
chuckle.
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... staunch loyalty ... throaty
. persistence.

RENEE

BARBARA

New York week-ends
never in her room ...

ANNA LA MARIANA
"Rose"
directing

. dramancs
ability

SOUK

SLOAN
. striking.

knows more people.

I

P

as a care r

in competitive

pla

5

'rl

song-bird.

BER YL SPROUSE
Di versi tied In teres ts
records
fencing .
points mount in physical
education.
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ANNE ELIZABETH STERN
Ready, willing,

and able ...

ginning another sweater.

stay

always be-

. "-is

here to

leans towards puns.

CHARLOTTE MONTAGUE STEWART
"ghoddie' ,
and sticks
definitely

to

wrong

side of things.

HELEN GILLESPIE STOTT
"Oh Scott, take a look)"
..

orange,

a fig, or even a date?".

dark hair.
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"has

...

a walk"

"let's take

anyone got an apple, an
. curly

. makes a study schedule
it . . if this isn't love we're
...

interes

t

in the serious

MARY ELIZABETH TESTWUIDE
"Teddy"
Sheboy-Igan
...

nothing can compare
.

. drama-Wig

to

and Candle

singing with a future.

CAROL HESTER THOMPSO
Unruffled disposition.
come ...

adaptable

...

always

wel-

"shuah."

ELIZABETH
"Libbic ':

SABRINA THOMPSON
prone to puns

feet, but what a head for English
shower soprano.

. small
. a
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GLADYS TILLINGHAST
capable

"Pat"

leader of Service

her back!

League.

. contagious

laughter.

ELEANOR

ANN TIMMS

"Best little town in the U. S. A."
"only looking forward

to

the day when-"

. conscientious when in the mood
"all I ask is a little mail."

FRANCES
., Fran"

DRAKE TURNER
one of the engaged

noted for her week-ends
always happy.
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on campus

SUSAN STILWELL VAUGHN
"Sue"

tidy government notes

solves problems
mon sense.

with

three words of com-

. knows her birds.

BETry W. VILAS
"Want a cup of tea?" ...
usual y jusf
back from hockey or off ro a Re igiouf
Council meeting
...
listens
inde nitelr
without looking bored ...
come y
responsi bi Ii cy.

p]Ur

BErry
Radiant

DENT WALKER

loveliness.

. sincerity
bu t decidedly

of purpose

. spontaneous

'WIt

au cdoor girl

feminine.
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KATHERINE
"Petty"

MARY WARNER

.. neat as a pin ...

thought"-those

"food for

source themes

"oh

golly."

JANET CARY WATERS
"Jan"

"must get to work-where

is that knitting?"
have any clothes"

Jan!

CLARRISA
"Cr is"
a delightful

CRAWFORD

. vivid conversationalist
blend of humor and culture

. main interests-travel,

music.
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WEEKES

literature,

and

"I don't

seem to

smooth-that's

KATHERINE
"Kay".

LAMBERT WHEELER
our

suitcase

student

"Life is real, life is earnest"

"I can't

possibly give a recital!"

ETHEL MARGUERITE
"Margo"

. efficient

WHITT KER

now seen. now reached-except
we hear ...

goal

stride.
111

song

a whiz at math.

HELEN IRENE WILLARD
A well of wi t
to

...

merh odical ...

bed and early to rise

earl y

.. a New Eng-

lander at heart, but a mind for French.
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MARJORIE

VAN DEAN WILGOOS

"Jerry" ... amazing and amusing
"Rejoices" in song ... week-ends bur not
weak marks.

ALICE DARBY WILSON
"Darby" .. "Don't ask me where I'm
going
"Always work ing-e-never
shirking-"
"all I can say lS-lusr
wait" (what [or, Darb-) .
able head of
A.A.

MAR Y SHERWOOD
"Sherry".

WILSON

. "It's done this way at the

nursery school"
. that sign on the door
-"corne in and find our"
. can't remember names.
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SYLVIA

ANGELINE

Gracious

steeped in

winsome

sciences-between

thought

WRIGHT

week-ends

there's

back of her talk.

BARBARA WYNNE
"Bobbie"
her voice
statement)

. beau tiful and flol py hair

carnes-c-fdep't
"For God, For

0

unde~ounrt-y,

and For Yale."

MARTHA
"MJ."
tanned tar

JANE

. the "eyes"

. quietly

YALE

have it ...

a sun-

self-confident.
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MARTHA BLANCHE YOUNG
"Marry" ...
day" ...

"I thought it was Wednes-

naturally

curly hair

. always

riding.

PRISClLLA FAITH YOZELL
"Pris"
clothes
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. a broad intellect ...
...

unique

an interest in music of any

SOrt.

